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Necromancer Board. 

 

 

1ST An Advertisement. 

 

 

The following feature length film script opportunity is part 

of the new capital WWW.INVENTIONCORPORATE.COM Intellectual 

Property treasure trove Iain Innes Business Project 

£nterprise. I might be willing to swing you/big business 

star/s in on a top better Licensing Deal including any amount 

of my 1600+ piece business suite which is generously exhibited 

at the company portfolio A and B powerhouse business bank. 

Dear the ideas here are bigger they’re better original 

including invention schematics of future extra worth plus 

should make you much more money than any other above-board 

opportunities. Thank you for your visit in advance + enjoy 

another great ace top-notch money chance and primacy bis 

wording pro written concept invention exposition today… 

“Fabled Iain On Film” presents the decade first globally 

positioned “number 1 business advert” Welcome to the 2008-2023 

business exhibition film script viewing. Plus, this will 

certainly not make you bored this will make your day it will 

make you money to bank the control panel is… 

 

 

http://www.inventioncorporate.com/


Necromancer Board. Alphabet Via Iain Innes. 

 

 

SCENE 1: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘A’ white on a bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

The A moves into position via the pointer and the pointer 

fades. Red lightning bolts appear across the surface of the 

deep turning clockwise onto all 3 equilateral pyramidal sides. 

The following is spelt out + visuals of the following in 

blueprint text graphics… 

 

 

A ranking alpha phase stage action piece of film simulates 

movement with camera lens down from the opened-up heavens + a 

dreamt-up manifestation of skills real new secrets in spell 

from the actual holy godsend good luck incantation bogeymen… 

Whom help giveth us powers from God knows where. The 

channelled shot then dynamically moves around 360 degrees. The 

heavens looked and locked time everything stood still for a 

triple eon allowing access from the transferral metamorphoses 

chamber all the written art of him + all that was universally 

needed to architect it right controlling the format into good 



and light a new fermented dawn from the calculated chaos the 

yin yang equation and the total balance to be achieved is 

extra ultramodern etc… The fate and thy supernatural knowledge 

résumé of concept invention resume now tonight plus have been 

very… Carefully, placed into his beating heart shone the inner 

dynamism light positive destiny energy vortex gateway to the 

heavens + the God word was presented… Out from his HQ IQ test 

then brought forth again please, I… Brought forth a prominent 

power superior creative intellectual wisdom of the new power 

grey matter inventions… Also, a written alter was produced a 

film movie innovation thought process with the most 

respectfully meant correct sacrificial burnt offering. + big 

pro’ at business get on board for his bigger than all the rest 

business project opens up to reveal the reflexive reaction of 

the dead of night… In this time Gl*dstone f*cked up Pl*ce 

United Kingdom Graveyard BN2… The Ouija board reads Iain Innes 

the Ouija board is The Iain Innes. 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

Looks like he’s back at his powerful 

friction clicked fighting sorcery. 

 

 

IAIN INNES MIRROR FIGHTER 



 

With big enough new and ancient day 

dark wizard/spiders and apex yin night 

forces and ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

YES NO  12345678910 plus show them the 

curry magic technique. This is the hot 

curry powder style… Plus head speech 

projections to different rooms aye! You 

want a Chinese ear on it too! 

 

 

SCENE 2: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘B’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

God verses The Devil' magic scene. 

 

 

The snakes were fighting and masturbating on the ground down 

in the demented ditch which is another new doorway to hell… 

Plus our remote mechanical snake was also filming this vision 

with the controllers of the moon orb/the dark satellite. So, 

it shone by night… Here’ Johnny Show the slaying of all the 

advised slightly quieter viper tongues and the zombies plus 



the f*cked up druggie zombies and blow off vibe boys all get 

shot, done in with a big timed bang! Bullet to the heads. 

Every f*cking zombie takes a volley of gunshot. Beware lots 

pus everywhere and exploding bits of skull new love-affair… 

Every lippy c*nt must take the holy order gunshot blast into 

their illegal grubby mucky mouthed faces after an innovation 

bullet head butt on the header slap assault new for the writer 

new for you and ever so true, coming through on the ones and 

two. 

 

 

Deep into the heads temples I bite for the. For he is a 

coming. 

 

 

7-WINGED ANGELS CHANTING IN UNISON 

 

For he is coming for he is coming for 

he is coming…  

 

 

AND THE SPOKEN WORD IS SPELT OUT SCROLLING DOWN THE REST OF 

THE… SCENE 2: 

 

… Out of the sky he has come. 

 



 

IAIN INNES 

 

Plus, his formatted invention 

conjuration beyond the bottomless pit 

and the depths of the black arts cup 

all digital invention universe ditch 

scenario scene… I wish I was cooking up 

that pat on the back idea for a quid 

billion calculation hero moreish a 

decade ago. As he should have been. At 

least I know this and still ‘aint’ 

given up aye. Plus, curried minced 

policeman cooking up film invents were 

mentioned from earlier in the day by 

futuristic latter day table saint/s 

moreish gangster magic and gangster and 

magic gorilla’ swanky restaurant eat 

outs plus excellent math and mafia’ 

there E and a classical style alchemy 

Maureen. Plus say… Nonce. Her’ is weak 

like a child’ urine. His is heavy 

enough pact Devil pontic water/fire 

bird water alchemy Ouija board alive 

secrets of eternal youth conjuring and 

alchemy Witch Dr shamanism 1616+ 



invention suite schematic dirty and 

original ranking tactics in the Old 

Nick Style, pussy ras and rags and 

riches and a high-class Big-bot-ya in a 

bigger tune deliverance is near global 

arena smart ritzy swagger e-special 

effect of the new film suite! 

 

 

GOD 

 

Now let me Ouija board you alive my 

finest piece. 

 

 

Spelt out with thunderbolts. Red and blue thunder and 

lightning… 

 

 

GOD 

 

I suggest you listen very carefully 

this is not just for one area this here 

has knock-on effect. Everyone in every 

country around the globe want a be 

wants to $££ the inventions especially 



X-Mas portfolio invents of his. This 

successful act form and exact method 

practise is a Ouija boarded alive 

creative procedure… Finest newer writer 

of the hallowed order Ouija board them 

alive a semi living controlled alter 

rite… Write the seven legions of angels 

and more from the empyrean infinity 

vault infinity masters doom bogeyman 

masters of blackest darkest power 

sorcery creatures. He Ouija boarded the 

entire film innovation magic 

communication alive today the complete 

A.D. formulation show herein was a 

better penned win. Designed in all 

excellence. Thus, the golden man sells 

the Intellectual Property bank IP chips 

with his superior abilities… Including 

but not limited to hypnotic writing 

arts containing all the f*cking Merlin’ 

and my Merlin’ plus… The good looking 

radical swish phat magic weight ranking 

and very muscular strident astute 

weighty Devil and his acute witch 

dancer writhes in pain yet again today… 

Twist spellbound by the writer’ holy 



sanctum shrine… Very mega critical 

artistic elementariness… Invented with 

ultra-written monkey sacrifice alter 

spat onto the e-paper what you going to 

f*cking do then tickle me to death 

Satan/Saturn boy. 

 

 

SCENE 3: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘C’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

Visuals of the finest art extraordinary terrible storm clouds 

lightning and loud thunder zaps of doom from God and across 

the entire plane of the universe with some of my company 

written blueprint invents scrolling across the screen white 

writes onto blue. 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

The upgraded genius leviathan monster 

angel looks in the mirror angle to 

reveal the coming ultimate dimension. 



 

 

GOD 

 

The ultimate invention. 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

A demonstration please. 

 

 

The alphabetical sorcery board now demonstrates this final 

greatest fundamental farthest away greatest things of ultimacy 

rites. 

 

 

MERLIN 

 

Iain a demonstration. 

 

 

Cuts to… 

 

 

SCENE 4: 



 

 

Fades in letter ‘D’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. Spelt 

out now with the voices of all the angel magic that have 

existed in battle. This is now the biggest magic scene that 

can be possibly ever concocted machine by the man’s literature 

imagination and invention. 

 

 

This part of the viewing experience contains extreme lighting 

coloured lightning bolts strobe and laser effects not for the 

faint hearted. This f*cking film has each actor fighter 

connected by many mega cables and this is the realest 

innovative adult material magic action at its very best. 

Again, for those who just missed it, it was ever so f*cking 

fast. Lasts one minute. Fades cuts into the darkness of the 

mad one’ Devils nest egg… 

 

 

SCENE 5: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘E’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

IAIN INNES 



 

Evil… The Purest and unadulterated 

ultra-evil spirit of red blue green 

yellow and thunder rumbles in Devil 

sequences tried to follow the, in fact 

keep pace creative. Until… 

 

 

With of course all the visuals of God’s pal’s wise spoken 

narration, follows. 

 

 

GOD’S PAL WISE 

 

A new capital spiritual apparition 

phoenix fly’s out down from his mouth, 

God’ mouth flashing and speaking the 

very best available silver and gold 

secret tongue fables and… Transmutes a 

large amount of earth’ tat into 

treasures equal to the mines and speaks 

unto the board like never before be-

told enigmas in valuable silver and 

gold special FX treasure also reigned 

out of this f*cking board mate. Then 

the calculated pixelation madman potato 



head/hat bag rat bag giant from his big 

as a pylon days, from… His 

constellation little headed but heavily 

disguised sack cloth man has a long 

grey beard now from before earlier 

works done humbles himself in basic 

white cloth clothes as this is the sh*t 

of a magic bit piece… Merlin battle 

splits into a thousand more and then 

Arthur’s sword smashes up through its 

holy arts tomb grave to reveal a 

further written art. The God spook 

Ouija yes yea yes the Ouija board 

necromancer’ fight. This fight sight 

for sore eyes lasted one minute and 

123456 seven and eight seconds. Then 

the magical orange curry fly zipped 

through the lip of incorrect zombies 

and zombies get smacked chinned up into 

the air mate plus other’ received back 

lashes for their sins. With a brilliant 

head bolt gunshot to the mayhem abyss. 

Again… after a louder altogether clap 

wrapping of the hands O’ mad one in his 

mind to the void show us more Beelzebub 

does a runner onto the back of his 



p/big snake and shoots through the 

vortex pandemonium running away from 

the other snake sprinting quicker than 

fast. Also come look watch $££ the 

dirty old spunker Lilith wanks her wet 

slit/fanny V. An overtaxing Maelstrom. 

The Devil’ sprite tumult watches this 

Jiain master verses into this 

interstellar time gamut counterflow 

continuum. They’ll never batter this 

one f*cking down Merlin. Armed cry 

fight battle galaxias star shot down to 

magic earth a magical time spent hard 

enough dominion men shot their guns 

into the air and… Behold more unknown 

creatures flew down like a stinging 

dart from the heavens. Iain cut slit 

all the bad in this part of the film’ 

throats totally open/their heads were 

cut the f*ck off right through the neck 

spine and their power up life force 

plasma shot 4/6/1/3/6/6/5 feet up into 

the f*cking air pal. With his penned 

sword which is truly impressive and 

frighteningly better than yours. Now 

Alcheme in his mind to the 1st matter 



dead metal very metal heavier which 

have’th metabolic weather system rates 

for transmuting that tat into the 

finest gold. More… Good evening, 

darkness fell over all earth as this is 

the sword fighting enchantment sorcery 

XYZ legerdemain formula might of the 

board plus added intention tests 

include recommendations. This is the 

even it up all earth sphere film and 

excellent orbital span scale. Thus, via 

his web of biggest plus hottest cooked 

spider bowls and neck scary sword pen 

it has all been cooked up into the 

times 3 light of day time thrice and 

made into a 3 faced shaped pyramid 3D. 

This dreamscape of the dark void 

vanished nightfall shaded area was etc… 

Mysterious. Now is that the inked magic 

not done. Not yet I’m not finished with 

you Lilith now my little lovely Sally 

now off to the chasm of time this is a 

Ouija board alive bit that arts plus 

has gone to the depths of the 

underground through colder ice cold 

waters of Neptune + his Pluto plus his 



Saturn and eventually the Moon men 

cleared off/took off… The angles great. 

Do void out all evil tomorrow. Outside 

of the gates waited another angel… With 

his new legions of innovated souls born 

again by lower other God’s of The God. 

The original and eternally living 

architect boss God main score God 

planner still loves my supernatural 

invention business blueprint. These 

innovations are deadly to the 

unrighteous and he is a master of 

patience skilled in all art. He is also 

definitely going to arrive as foretold 

in the scriptures… You tropical little 

k*bab house bastard. Oh and this time 

write very excellent then oh far to 

spicy.  

 

 

ANGEL WAITING 

 

These are the correctly written rights 

that your creator is coming as planned 

written by the divine prophecy laid out 



in the Book of Holy’ he is coming he is 

coming… 

 

 

ALL THE ANGELS DID SING IN CELEBRATION ELATION 

 

The father is coming the father is 

coming and we, him and the menace 

Spider thrice score is born of the e-

bogeyman he is coming to get you and 

with a Ouija board skeletal corpse 

brought to life by their excellence art 

all magic sorcery pact to the death… We 

delight in tonight eat all this viewing 

fix film up chin up this is part of the 

brighter light happening. Plus, as more 

is coming in the pit… Shotguns firing 

and the dance-to-dance beat. Plus, the 

added extra treacherous underhanded 

placed grandiose animals bigger fixture 

water ostentatious sharks are waiting, 

to eat you all up war with you… Plus 

they will feast on your look tasty 

h*nky hot anti intestines. This 

deliciously hot food for thought 

contains a flamboyant trace invention 



element of seed and flower of gold 

alchemy convexity thinking out of the 

box inventor in his mind to the many 

demons. True in choice with the 

Christmas day pact… Plus the 

transmutation tincting curing of the 

leprosy in metals. This is a big 

opportunity chance changing into 

physical form again turning up the 

better holy transfiguration juice dials 

metamorphosis money to man, man to 

money and IP suite chips, lots of 

precious metals bullion diamond stones 

equal to the mines… + other nice things 

including but not limited to 

antiquities plus newer sexed up text 

pixelation story movie flash birds. You 

can bank on it. Also, he’s coming to 

get you. He’s coming to get you. He’s 

coming to get you again on the night 

before it happens. These added 

constitution A-Z 1-10 board skills 

include yes true big ones for ranking 

sanctum consideration. I went home well 

contented as the global innovator of 

latter-day typed shamanic rights, new 



enactment righteous saints plus best 

performances via the scrolls and holy 

acts… + the holiest bogeyman laughs 

down at them from up in the tree the 

one in which the cross is made from. 

Elation singing and rejoicing lasted 

the devoted clapping depiction of the 

portrayed fanatic hands were also holy.  

 

 

Scene 5 cuts to scene 6 shaking at earthquake. 

 

 

SCENE 6: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘F’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

GOD 

 

Look we’ve been here before write… 

 

 

MERLIN/IAIN 

 



Merlin/Iain… Here, Alchemy and Ouija 

board this alive plus add… His 

conjuring and Alchemy Pact shamanic 

vessel described custom made 

formalities. 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

Yes… A-OK hallowed be thy board… All 

the living and deceased power up witch 

doctor’ authority is e-alphabetically 

arranged special consultant as well 

within the flicker of a film adorned in 

rich linen bejewelled in the writer’ 

type decked out to win ornamented 

refreshed without fault nor sin by the 

main arena big man Lord God O’ viable 

is the yin yang might of the 

necromantia board. 

 

 

7 LEGIONS OF MIGHTIEST HEAVENLY ANGELS AND NEW CREATURES IN 

UNISON 

 



… Coming. Christ is coming. Hallelujah 

Christ’s day is upon us as The Devil 

Lucifer is even a smashing guy 

rebellion an all-day off the cosmos 

chalk vital ultra-evil spirit. He shall 

fall forevermore bound by a lightning 

chain through the bottomless pit void 

where zilch is even made invisible and 

where the 1/3 dead zombies have gone so 

badly done in and genuinely fiction 

shot some well have friction ass and no 

not you big enough laddie. The sinning 

diplomatic’ were today in film beaten 

up with an angel magic boot to the 

face, the A-Z kicking away of the 

global land’ humanoid garbage sins and 

foreign cheeky trash chess cheesy ploys 

and manoeuvrers were dealt the hand of 

fate, badly beaten up alongside all 

other pansy group weak moron dip sh*ts 

and… It lasted for all time and we all 

sing in this new kingdom of heaven on 

earth as it is in heaven. Giveth him 

the meek one you have been demonising 

for decades his bread. Say where’ his 

f*cking cash then man. All you have got 



to say/do is bank him, thanks… There’s 

your f*cking cash man. 

  

 

GODS PAL 

 

You have been forewarned of something 

that is going to happen. The day of 

deliverance is upon us. 

 

 

IAIN INNES AND THE SCIENTIFIC QUACKS AND WITCH DOCTOR 

PROFESSIONALLY TOGETHER 

 

You over here of the forever living 

wins. You hear me say shamanic magic 

and beyond all enchanted thoughts. Well 

done if you hear him say magical 

powder. Conjuration of the powder 

techniques are good exotism plus the 

germ/bug frequency sound is omitted. 

The image presides over all. Attend 

Mass. The angelic bride and holy groom 

rejoiced in the alchemical movie 

ferment. 

 



 

SCENE 7: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘G’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

GOD 

 

An aces big powwow missive big plan 

Chief in a beef skin wigwam will do 

with his memorandum pals sitting by the 

shamanistic fire smoking peace pipe. 

Introducing the produce a text flowery 

blow realisation shamanic gear smack of 

E’s film Pipe. 

 

 

CHIEFS DISCIPLE IN TRANCE 

 

With a regular yes Iain Innes once upon 

a time… New water below and sky’ above 

What happened to those hundred people, 

sir… Might I ask. I suggest that you 

already answered and dear don’t shake 

your f*ck numb head at me and what’ the 



matter with you today you got hog sh*t 

in those ear’ girl and he probably had 

them made into tins of dog food boy in 

his movie. Within the lines of novelty 

artistry fiction and best fracas acts 

they have done in slain many wicked and 

wonky mong people and mean hard cases 

that were meant in destiny to be made 

into hot pig food boy cinema tonight 

already loads of times, f*cking years 

ago Iain for this is your gangster and 

magic film fact. We can easily have all 

walks of life people, murderers and 

rapists on the way to trouble it Iain 

made into big sack bags of little 

yellow pellets mate and write the word 

enigma in it. Another top turkey is 

going to get it again soon the thieving 

murdering junkie scum bag. 

 

 

DISCIPLE OF CHRIST 

 

Re-joined the disciple of Christ for 

the love of Christ speaks… You f*cking 

tell them talent shamanic computer 



table typer and set the record straight 

because visible fact no other ranking 

c* has nearly enough bottle mate and 

dealt out hands like that to ‘em 

getting away… Scot free with blue 

murder/s… 

 

 

ALCHEMY SHAMAN 

 

Well, they are probably going to keep 

stealing your business score Iain… Look 

they’ve intercepted all of the project 

business emails and phone calls off 

this poorly fella whom is classed as a 

vulnerable member of society all 

business opportunity contacts have been 

pinched off him by cowards over the 

past 15+ years and he has been in first 

position with the lion’ share of 

ranking hits for over 10+ years a 

decade yes. + where is The Lord, Jesus 

help us. Appearing today in pure 

resurrection movie style the Holy 

Spirit/Ghost we will have plentiful 

enough to nurture plants to bare the 



fruits and seeds of each kind. Let them 

and their avid monstrous money mad 

friends for now have the lot it is 

cursed anyway until the renewal of the 

for their need is more than ours for, 

they are ever so greedy money 

gluttonous they are a greedy 

acquisitive lot of sinful evil doers 

with big war trophy chests and 

alphabetical fate bunkers. Repent 

before it is too late. Iain your fate 

against their fate and of course we’re 

going to f*cking kill ‘em again/in yo 

f*cking film then man. 

 

 

Shaman makes a combined right-handed movement and a left-

handed movement as a thumbs up like that. 

 

 

Iain Innes’ business face displays on a back-to-back double 

triangular grid in a merlin spider smack wizard mode massively 

tremendously attired impressively in knowledges of the art and 

the light. Plus, the creative holy shamanistic X signage 

trance hand conjuration here powerhouses the gift. O’ 

enchanted one with the visible power plays, your winning 



prayers have been answered again at 12:59-1:00 am manifest 

the. An alchemist’ summers dream in the heat of the night for 

the Lord is coming the Lord is coming and is the real time 

Phobia Bogeyman that global sinners forget to fear in rash 

madness and… The invisible terrors that await in the night are 

drawing closer unto the… 

 

 

Cuts to new heavenly and many magical creatures in the 

heavens. 

 

 

NEW HEAVENLY CREATURES 

 

Strange new spiritual noises sounded 

aloft down through the storm and future 

new spring summertime autumn and 

winters end. The banshee has added 

audio’ and image FX plus positive other 

secret frequency’ are revealed unto 

the. Behold the dawning of a new day is 

upon us. This is a new cinematic 

spellbound mesmerised smack that shall 

last longer than the most precious 

treasure infinity measures worth of e-



specialised eons… Speed up in timelapse 

photography.  

 

 

GOD AND HIS GHOST 

 

+ many more facts for you are given 

displayed here progressively to a 

greater extent movie. It will be going 

down on earth planet real soon the 

fairy tale… So, check out this man’s 

very specific inventive writings buy 

and pay him the man enough tender or 

you die and go forth to a spiritual 

after world by the big enough biz hand 

and fable, look you’re embarrassing me… 

I’m going to zilch flag you down to the 

Lord, spank you out of the after-life 

you are in big-trouble madman ceasing 

to exist in any negative and positive 

energy numbers for your soul equals a 

maths calculation symbol zero and today 

you have been written completely to 

nix. 

 

  



DARK WIZARDS AND PRIESTS ALSO IN UNISON 

 

Secretively guarded are his shadowy 

mysterious cryptic mystery’ his mumbo 

jumbo dark wizards and priests with all 

their obscure chanting mussitation 

spells from beyond the unknown ditch I 

bought it forth into view. 

 

 

The following words are narrated with visuals of them… Plus 

they are spelt out pointing going like that point, point, 

point plus angled across this silver screen his finger swishes 

right to left plus… When I say f*cking jump you say how 

f*cking high. So, his icon image clicking fingers clicked in 

friction and fiction. Plus, please and thanks a lot. Clap… 

Clap f*cking andale now. 

 

 

ANOTHER DEAD SPIRIT WIZARD/THE BLACKEST MAGIC WIZARD 

 

O’ dark one of the phenomenal abyss 

another dead kinematic raised cadaver 

wizard… He hates all the human f*cking 

race like a lock up magic escape but 

likes this portfolio estate writing 



supreme Merlin of a film containing the 

real time pure creative alcheme arts. 

 

  

SCENE 8: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘H’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

With extra completed dynamic emblematic spectrum upgrades and 

extra writing shading capital mega calculations thanks… 

 

 

He’s back from earlier in the night the prodigious win add up 

pylon guy with the small unequal disproportionate head magic 

puppet gloved hands out on the strangle MR. He’s now more 

advanced and coins himself. He dear can now teleport about 

around and magnificently change his size and morph form. 

Executing many more magic death tricks than ever before even 

after his cosmic read all about it huge constellation phase he 

has read more exciting stories with clout absolute… He is very 

photographic and chooses to wear sexy boffin glasses often. He 

is even big popular the man with the lasses. He has shapes and 

form for as long as the eyes could ever possibly comprehend 

even as spirit world person' can see in every dimension 



possible direction and powerhouses the senses with great 

physical wonders, behold… See the great magician performing 

today. The wild card well promoted amazing awesome spook 

visitant out of this world after-life www. Ranking and top hat 

conjuring star magic tricks eminent maestro proves life after 

death possible famous via his introverted taciturn reticent 

pals raising out from the distance was the reputed rare true 

to money gain tunes and his actual hand again generates new 

flickering spheres projected electric vapour cloud flows 

producing talented red blue green yellow sequences. He clicks 

his today tomorrow glance golden striped fingerless gloved 

fingers building a bolt of literature lightning. This 

lightning shoots downwards from the tall stories inside big 

venue event rafters. He makes big the hand movements easily 

having the very best exclusive special FX with mind powered 

mind-blowing conjuring a monochrome of flashing vivid quacking 

smack followed by the leader’ red blue green yellow golden 

lightning thunder storms that evolved around into a dotted 

circular motion. Incantating the introduction alchemyia type 

Gorgon plus the all-magical big bang before time perished 

event and renewed vessel Imp of the Holy Order and the 

invention quest plus having the most added alchemical stance 

and chaos labyrinthine codification chaos concepts of better 

noteworthy highly regarded praise. He ranked brilliantly the 

unknown new beings of the heavens sang… Via the boards pointer 

and the taking of his word’ possession sin the nightmare 



monster big result gremlin puppet-ed glove I’ll write it up 

for you… My hand draws back in below out then above over and 

beyond the vast vortex gorge abysm opens a power gateway 

doorway I magic-ked a professional build up to it pausing for 

an enchanted eon the fulgent blaze vanished it was now 

conjoined Gorgon and Imp in matrimony giving an energy matter 

wedlock of lustrous golden coins… Of machine dream up think-

up' spilling many cascading amounts of inventor strike 

lightning typing… Bringing into being a spiritual control dear 

writer so he said poshly and softly spoken enough and ever so 

calmly he bringeth forth a golden decree holy law protectorate 

which spilled up from his magnificent hat a new ton weight of 

worthy deity golden coins and many treasured valuable gilded 

gospels. Followed by really written Sprites real Angel magic 

texts plus pro handfuls of decent at genius spirit Nymphs and 

natural earth Kelpies who quickly disappeared out into the 

magical dark amongst his nightly and his magical new daily 

audiences. All audience members received a most breath-taking 

great wealth divine luck through intervention throughout the 

rest of their blessed earthly mortal dwelling and… Went to 

heavenly ever after. Now for my final play tonight I will 

exclusively transform myself via mind and spell further than 

the legal ruling opening from afar gate reappearing twice the 

size… Visage and countenance beyond down into the invention 

amazing added e-extraordinary lightning bolt of creative power 

and now via art into the Black Demon Position Devil then into 



several other pixelated foreign imagery God’ each lasting but 

a second FX. Thank you. Plus, the innovation crowd had 

expectations and were very pleased with his top inventive 

crucial and attractive engaging visual critical original flick 

filmic scope calculations going home to abode feeling 

immensely pleased with that show as they had been week in week 

out for many centuries to come. Plus, it was a lovely summers 

day blessed divine and contains XYZ schematic winning movie 

formulation alphabetic alchemization.  

 

 

JIAIN MASTER 

 

… And note. The literature art here was 

also written penned in curried 

Chimpanzee blood okay like an original 

power promo e-zine… It is of the 

marketing master. Plus, I grow sweet 

smelling roses in my garden of writes. 

Not weak cheeky insipid cheesy pansies 

dirty box tall tale worthless jargon 

yours done already many times so do put 

a stop to all your nonsense mate. The 

movie displayed here today is a 

delicate, it is neat and it is strong. 

Get your copy today. I can innovation 



keep them coming as well. God is 

almighty. He is everywhere… Plus so 

extra is the combat battle magic Merlin 

also behold powers of shamanism 

jijvjabjobajojo jibvijibbajabjib and… 

He, is everything ABC golden jib/jab* 

beeping at and censored vjib… XYZ hot 

power curry powder signed the best 

cosmos smack wizard in affection, acted 

out and consecrated on the line. + thou 

arts at blessings. + thou arts at new 

found great concept invention 

authority. Plus, my more business 

viable opportunities grid is yet again 

a much better and visible tincture 

correct online formula… It is part of 

the to happen future assembly… + it has 

taken root dear with its classic style 

of alchemists vile Maureen rust/alchemy 

dead metal and Iain Innes says have 

beta blockers now… Rude bitch for this 

is a wiser essence sense of the 

present… Via a secret placement of 

exact form and method machine, and of 

the alchemyia conduit system 

instrument. This is the blessed magical 



and shamanic alchemist' vessel ferment 

lxir event sir, madam… Audience and 

spiritual onlookers behold… View and 

witness new amazing offerings of the 

vision beyond any other clever tale 

expression. 

 

 

GOD’S GOOD FRIEND 

 

+ easily with the newest wrath and 

spiritual bovver also precious metals 

unbar power eyes type yin and yang 

today. I do like you a lot plus 

footprints that relate to the in the 

sand so in cement they also leave their 

mark back to me… Do not forget it we 

said heavenly O’ Lord. Well timed is 

the most ace magnificent shaman biz 

idea think-up master… All creative 

magical one… + in the name of God of 

course I bless each and every one of 

you, for today is a blessed nice day… 

Entertainment tomorrow is easily upon 

us. Sing lines… + blessed we’ve been by 

God. A good victory won. O’ vocalize 



intone the buzz of the recited writer’ 

mantra an it is added from God. This 

originally started out as my final 

piece of the year secret era ****… 

Singing your O’ miraculous peace bit… A 

smacking spell of the million-winged 

alchemyia bogey that time… Plus a 

literature arts piece burnt chimp legal 

alter offering + in order sequence the 

exact written golden alchemy Kelpie 

attire is conjoined in the line of 

which shows manifested skills that are 

parallel to the ultimate universal 

magical arts manifestation. Win unto 

the, thus clear evident is the original 

innovation. Evidently an invention 

golden digestion vessel bath text 

combination of alphabet. 

 

 

Visuals of God and ‘alchemy Iain’ counting up the money in 

heaven, counting up the cash and taking score of the monies of 

this… Onto the planet earth world business success story. 

 

 

SCENE 9: 



 

 

Fades in letter ‘I’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

GOD 

 

Conjure and time for a board. 

 

 

Narration spelt out… 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

Extremely important note via the 

Author’ board yesteryear. Warning doing 

Ouija boards is very, very… Dangerous 

do not do them do not even keep one in 

your home as it can have diverse and 

bad effects for your life. 

Realistically only to be attempted by 

hard enough thought trained 

professionals who have Ouija boarded 

alive many talking graveyard skeletons 

in the past… 



 

 

Continued is the deeper scene setting. It was set up as usual 

as it should be. Via conjuration and kingdom come the 

necromancers finished incarnating the spell with their board 

the skeleton raised up quick as a parallax lightning and 

immediately started speaking all the needed secrets. 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

And I know, I know… I’m well out of the 

harm’s way on that one. What a magic, 

what an amazing feat to do such a board 

on those many occasions at dusk and 

night for the terms and conditions 

states on a such regular rewind watch 

that raise casket scene again basis 

that was scene 9. Not a ‘999’ phone any 

one in your audience Iain an ambulance 

pal. 

 

 

SCENE 10: 

 

 



Fades in letter ‘J’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

Scene 10 visuals cut’ to and from the new 7 wonders of the 

world with forked golden lightning bolts going down the silver 

screen… Now the disrespectful chirpy pert dirty Whore of 

Babylon appears breezy and fresh and gets punched on the face 

down dead. 

 

 

GOD 

 

Haha haha… Enjoy this… Is now Part 100+ 

Of this sick spry laced curried 

experimental built up upon a top 

selection dear of extra true-some line 

time hymns the time frame is A.D. + the  

cosmos universe is well sound plus here 

are X10 burnt Monkey Chimps sacrificed 

for the fires of e-text and another 10 

thrown onto the actual fires of 

clicking where/?ell then man. Yes, once 

again the arts piece here contains even 

more cinematic Alchemy AG screen 

hallmarks that could possibly so 

powerfully ever be imagined even by the 



greatest soothsayer possession. Yes… 

Iain in this alembic script part he was 

seen poking a fortune tale Calander 

wheel with an added magical stick vibes 

build. Well, that’s not f*cking me. 

Neither am I green Merlin as spoken 

before I’m via the holy order plus a 

more viable dominus Saturns Merlinus 

fabled Iain on film and a ranking phat 

ranking bad mother f*cker, brilliant in 

hero original in fineness cool and 

alchemy Iain. This invention machine 

back slash whip dash to the ace winged 

finish line win and mind set is in part 

the best of Bogeyman Master’ that be 

new innovation green pastures for the 

second coming of Christ is near. The 

alphabetic magnificent invention coin 

tonight chance pro inventories are 

mounting up to the very best available 

count up think up’ totalling 1616+… 

There are more wide smart horizons and 

gifted spirits… This is a planned 

coming of tomorrow’s global sphere + my 

pen build here is greater than your' 

with his sword my sword is greater than 



the other fellas and good luck… To all 

else on planet and off world. Regarding 

his mesmerise transfix digestion of my 

mind to the cubicle of transmuted tat. 

Wow to that. 

 

 

The following narration is spelt out visuals. 

 

 

IAIN THE HOLY WINS + JIAIN MASTER WINS 

 

A really nice glorious sunshine light 

factual smiles on those faces all the 

Angel’s sung in tune peace and 

happiness forevermore as all the 

onboard Christ' pals reigned supreme as 

it was thought out right truly balanced 

correctly through-out all earth timed 

dominions and fit vortices. All Heaven 

equal levels all many lower magical 

domains… With the many cinematic spells 

cast onto the 7 levels of 7 levels each 

having 7 more sub level planes the 

binding concrete contract existed. He 

wrote a bigger score via my loving 



favourite Ghost and all the good were 

smiling forever. Plus, his patience 

will not ever run out. The table power 

here is visible apparent okay Iain, I 

plan on being a very fact lucky fellow 

come on with a hundred plus must re-

edit upgrade 360+ invents 1616+ 2022-

2023… Invention portfolio coined arts 

pieces of the upscaled opportunities 

grid swank. These are chic tales of 

mythology. I shall continue to do right 

by my fellow man and behave abide by 

God’s Laws plus respect your-in-charge 

humane Devil and his biased Witch kid… 

As I have always done for the prize is 

golden. Let the government rule. This 

prize is well worth waiting for. 

 

 

SCENE 11: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘K’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

Visuals of this narration please. 



 

 

IAIN/GODS OLD SPOOK/A GHOSTLY NARRATION 

 

Now I must evaluate something. A Fire 

Bird flies across, then a red Bird a 

blue Bird a green Bird a yellow Bird 

fly onto the divine sacred ground and 

devour a red snake a blue snake a green 

snake a yellow snake. Then the red blue 

green yellow silver and gold Lamb 

devours Spider’s e-special Spiders 

which of course have’th jet black eyes 

likened to obsidian black stone. All 

hot new scene curry powder pots are 

flicked into the eyes of the Satanic 

Witch whom are also written tonight 

film produced with the blackest eyes of 

doom… Via these power papers the 

artistic image reign down from the sky 

with the mathematical symbol ‘+’… 

 

 

SCENE 12: 

 

 



Fades in letter ‘L’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

A Séance another day. Writing around a glorious victorious 

table he is. The penned alchemists vile now is a mumbo jumbo 

display… He magic’ up an hundred phantasmagorias above the 

table onto the grid appearance of ancient day shamans and 

shamanistic rituals such as the spitting out of famous top 

brand alcohol liquids into the flames of conjuration, cuts to 

new victim pins in dolls and cuts to the celebrated black arts 

powers. Innovation thoughts include imagery FX specials star 

gloved hands travelling over the lands via Angel magic Demon 

magic and Star magical rites. Now follows redder, bluer, 

greener and more yellower lightning bolt systems over the 

depths of the hole. These f*cking storm clouds contain super 

protons ions and pro tornados earth quakes and imaginings of 

the dead, raised out of caskets that is to be speed up and to 

last a 1 minute. 

 

 

Visuals of God’s narration. 

 

 

GOD THE NUMBER 1 GOD NARRATES 

 



The same vision optical several 

skeletons just arrived unto the. They 

were of course gifted from above by 

Angel magic around the projected 

trance. The computed shamanic 

transmission table was brought forth 

unto the becoming a super flash forked 

lightning conduction system. The 

geocentric out of the box skeletons had 

raised… All 7 talked in a professional 

line within his text e-print. The Ouija 

boarded skilled image exposition here 

houses a business schematic in a very 

large reflective mirror and at night 

and with an ultra-low moon… This was 

the ‘L’ scene the shoot of death for 

you by night this evening and forever. 

 

 

SCENE 13: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘M’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

Iain narrates the visuals to his words/shown as flick book 

imagery/timelapse photographic at vessel treatment process.  



 

 

IAIN NARRATES THE VISUALS TO HIS WORDS 

 

The alchemy transmutation scene was 

done. Speed up was the work at its 3 

stages says Jiain Master/Iain Master as 

in his inventory measures of the holy 

mercury water plus Elemental Maureen 

her elemental sulphur equals very metal 

rates of dead metal. Movies built onto 

the great practical workings of 

philosophy pictures of ‘The Great Work’  

and of its 2nd treatment vessel upping 

of the heat temperature twice more 

after the strong green lion tis lunar 

white argent medicine to transmute 

copper base into silver vive keeping it 

on the stronger flame the sequence next 

colour is shown a bright citrine adding 

the temperature upping it to the final 

degree appears a body shining gold 

medicine elixir able to tinct transmute 

all metals in the ratio of 1 onto ten 

tat lead and appears in most red 

grains. The transmutation process is 



now shown onto the few small amount 24 

carat gold the elixir produces dark 

smoke making a cracking sound snapping 

noise is heard whilst the gold making 

medicine whilst in fusion with the tat 

Hermes. We then take the process 

further over another 30 days in 5 

degrees in 5 more treatment vessels on 

a lower heat bettering our stone and 

the stone was Christ… In its 5th degree 

after 30 day’ we have the ferment lxir 

able to transmute base metal to a 

higher degree to the ratio of 1 part to 

1,000,000 parts of lead tat. Let me 

demonstrate… He will show you the old 

man laid out on his bed whom is 

administrated the ferment in a little 

warmed good wine instantly he will show 

you… Watch the medicine of the Holy 

Order brings the patient into a healthy 

sweat instantly he becomes young his 

all his inner workings skin hair and 

bone will instantly be diametrically 

wholly renewed. Correct method English 

man. But to also add you are amazing 

all this IP stemming from this golden 



age alchemy learned skill thanks so 

much for this demonstration plus all 

the continued invention display on the 

back of the ‘alchemy’ word prompter. 

 

 

Cuts to a render of God almighty way up there in the north of 

the heavens pointing a finger down and raised hand thumb up 

out through the welkin ditch to Iain the shaman… Channelling 

with an amazing and passionate display the heavens big ranking 

angelical beings were also cheering plus the act also includes 

the wild excitement and extra thunder claps and hand claps 

from the rest of the all-inclusive entire heaven’ saga 

beginning to end. 

 

 

SCENE 14: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘N’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

IAIN THE SHAMANIC CHANNELLER 

 

Transmit another Transmutation Scene… 

The base metal into gold now has to be 



shown flash transmuted onto the bonnet 

of a super-hot plus super, super, car… 

Plus onto an antique table… Miss Mable 

using the same projection method but 

using fire blow lamp yes. It lasts but 

a minute with the cheering crowds 

watching in amazement. 

 

 

Cut. 

 

 

SCENE 15: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘O’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

HEAVENLY ANGELS AND THE CREATED HUMANOID SPIRITUAL GHOSTS 

CHANNELLING FROM ABOVE ALL ITS NARRATION AND VISUALS 

 

O’ his go pro arts literature visuals 

fashioned graphic imageries of the 

enemies being dumped dead into dustbin 

bags after they continued to piss into 

the wind the little garbage bastard 



inbreeds R.I.P. And some of them even 

had grandiose ostentatious titles to 

take with them to the afterlife Iain. 

Splendid. 

 

 

White wizard 1 flies down from heaven with angelic wings. 

 

 

WHITE WIZARD 1 WITH ANGELIC WINGS 

 

Some of you big bis shiftiest folks are 

still stuck up your own asses. So, 

clicking go static and well stagnant 

coming forwards…  What’s the matter you 

still got hog sh*t in them ears boy. 

Plus put in it another factual truth 

Iain the little band uncreative jealous 

lot have again been exposed today for 

all to see. The all verses me 

system/hacker/shoulder surfer has been 

trying his best to undo the business 

text and audios downgrading it with AI 

these days with my curser mouse jumping 

all over the screen you and your dumb 

ass family line are going to Hell son 



'drawn and quartered' including all 

your ugly m*ppet sprogs mate. So, big 

and unlucky back. God bless. To f*cking 

right the ugly f*cking pigs. 

 

 

NARRATION VISUALS 

 

Now so picturesque is The Whore of 

Babylon being punched on her face. Look 

She is wearing a leather coat on top of 

all this f*king bovver. Also, the hot 

bitch extra read see all about it has a 

f*cked up and horns rad bandana around 

her helmet case with a f*cking belt 

fastened wrapped tied around it too ya 

c*nt to look f*cking good cool?  Come 

on then… Her wet fanny and left milky 

tit is also hanging out absolutely 

clicking f*cking pixelated mate the 

ugly c*nt charges like a loon at God’s 

mighty pal. 

 

 

Muscle man 2’s had enough and bangs her on the face as well 

pal. 



 

  

MUSCULAR MAN 2 

 

Yo, right on brother writer look at 

that he just punched gave Babylon a 

slap on her hot face too. Yes man… 

That’s real sweet of ya to say such 

real nice things, and that looked ace 

and aye he didn’t mean you either ya 

lippy little c*nt nice physique can it 

stop a round. Look brother he said were 

famous… 

 

 

JIAIN MASTER AND THE SMACK MASTER WIZARD 

 

Conjuring and alchemy contract pact 

acme pinnacle primo O’ magical… Is the 

most effective productive virtuoso 

really hot curry powder power powder 

forward-looking skilful written burnt 

offering exhibition… Via the light 

table viable is the holy finest 

business magic. 

 



 

Transition wipe left to right with a slap of the almighty’ 

hand. 

 

 

SCENE 16: 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘P’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

Then picturesque visuals of the narrator in the form of God. 

Sitting easy in the north of the holy heavens. 

 

 

 

MAIN NARRATION 

 

The following part scene you know what 

I’m saying scene is to be spelt out one 

word at a time scrolling from top to 

bottom…  

 

 

‘The many dog meat tins of coming later day gangster hits 

corpses pile up, they are slammed into heavy duty appliance 



instruments of death. Plus, the visuals are cinematic most 

excellent plus the aligned lines creation new war super cool 

rap music and oldskool techno music alliances were against an 

all that extremely sinister and shadowy backdrop.’ 

 

 

Iain manifests physically astral projects the rest of the 

scene from his head whilst lying on a sofa with his size 9 big 

boots on with a red disco rave laser on the ceiling. 

 

 

IAIN IN A SHAMANIC TRANCE CHANNELLING THIS SPEAKING ASTRAL 

PROJECTING THE VISUALS 

 

Plus… He’s around the table with an 

alphabet. He’s fabled Iain On Film. 

Look magic words… O’ alphabet conjurer 

creative acuteness of After David years 

Christ’s good friend in the image, 

written by the main man in our image 

pal. 

 

 

SCENE 17: 

 

 



Letter ‘Q’ fades in white on bluescreen for 1 second.  

 

 

Cut silence darkness for 1, 2, 3, seconds. 

 

 

GOD THE CONTROLLER OF HIS MOVIE SCRIPT MANIFEST 

 

The following until ‘STOP BOARD.’ Is to 

be his newly narrated visuals of the 

alphabet dexterities insights at story 

time by the X10 spirit evil things that 

come out of the board. A.K.A. The 

mechanics of the board. 

 

 

THE X10 EVIL THINGS THAT COME OUT OF THE BOARD 

 

Whilst the 2 cloaked faceless beings 

magic cytoplasm sit… The ectoplasmic 

sponges out through the very tropical 

opening break plant flower pot décor 

plus up out of the spirit arroyo 

dripping up directly onto the ceiling 

changing morphing properties of Au. 

Gold and silver Ag. The walls are 



dressed with the rich finery cloth 

robes in colours red blue green yellow 

with a hidden doorway behind each which 

alternate spins clockwise then anti 

clockwise and back with a huge creaking 

noise on a clockwork and pulleying 

system black holes are behind every 

one/each of them and… The system 

mechanical dynamo through complex 

combination physics power a gateway to 

heaven and one to oblivion ?ell on a 

ratio of each 5 times Good place 5 

times bad place… Plus every complete 

random cycle the orbs floating around 

the séance table connect an invisible 

spiritual information laser with the 

power of that of all moons and comets 

powering open another gateway dimension 

cancelling out a  single evil ?ell 

Demon Devil Door and through this 

system good and bad mediums plus 

different dimension… Aliens/or Spirit  

People from all time beginning to end 

travel pass through the boards energy. 

Important on each hooded secret person’ 

all magical garb attire back is the 



true identity spelt out word’ of the 

both opponents God at the top 1st The 

Devil at the bottom 2nd and through 

every 3rd pass the names fluctuate with 

the force of the cosmos activating each 

spoken word’ movement of the Ouija 

board. ‘STOP BOARD.’ 

 

 

SCENES… 18 19 20 21 22/’R’ ‘S’ ‘T’ ‘U’ ‘V’ 

 

 

Fades in letters and numbers scenes 18 19 20 21 22/’R’ ‘S’ ‘T’ 

‘U’ ‘V’ 

 

 

GOD 

 

Time for another Board shamanic writer. 

 

 

The new board actions = many audio and visual special FX added 

to the words. Plus… Please and thank you. 

 

 

THE NEW BOARD ACTIONS 



 

O’ better than ranking magnificent one… 

Innovation wizard board alphabet board 

invention script master this is a work 

of true-some innovation invention 

alchemy and magic. Plus… This is a 

detailed trustworthy graveyard raise 

night-time wizard board and was the 

story of necromancy… Practised in 

burial grounds as grave diggers and 

that Ouija boarded all needed 

knowledges of the dead alive and to 

reveal all needed skills and secrets. 

Within the movie inventory here today 

film and prophecy they raised him/what 

was left of him and asked for, thought 

for the, and his pact’d gold thing. Old 

powers of God inventions and the 

creator. They found themselves at the 

end of time they found out the casket 

carried the soul and bones of their 

greater ancestor’s brother the 7th of 

2nd son X signage angle alphabet and 

the complete magical number calculation 

of death. With this correctly obtained 

Ouija board they cast the rest of the 



performing bones into each of its 4 

earthly corners and deeper within the 

alchemy transmutation process the 

golden pointer was also spiritually 

rich made of the finest AU golden 

metal. Correctly with all finest 

skilled rites they right handled the 

indicated signs and powers of the 

channel plus brought forth its 

authority true with pro extreme powers 

of the communication void. They called 

forth a mastery that answered in all 

nature. A demonic feather winged 

creature appeared unto them which was 

also of Christmas Day… Before it had 

received a crown incrusted with heart 

shaped ruby' and shone with a topped 

golden and silver halo of light… His 

face displayed on the left and right 

sides a red beating heart and rejoiced 

the Christmas Day Demon with the tinsel 

winged rank… Again, directed the 

pointer spinning clockwise as the 

circular centre dot spells out… Red. 

Blue. Green. Yellow. Silver and… Gold 

plus points to… The inventions in the 



number of 1616+ and for I am the key 

constructor and the peace and living 

happiness bringer… The yin yang policy 

new ambiance here is likened to titans 

of chess chronicle extra matrix 

politics grid players. This is the 

Ouija board alive…. Angel magic game, 

it is one dreamed from the epic 

Bogeyman of born-again reincarnation 

saga and invention incantations as it 

has always been plus will always have 

to be. ‘The’ Devil conjures up from the 

letter D keep going Iain then God from 

the letters God appearing at each 

reference of this alphabetic writing 

game then… The S turns to Snakes slain 

on their belly ground via the swords of 

the Snakes battling the entire board 

spins around and a distant zap of the 

red coloured lightning bolts appear 

above the board… The old bones shake 

faster and the spirit ascends forth 

from its corners then the pointer spins 

unto the. The golden alcheme… Fire Bird 

is once again rebirthed from the pro 

finger of The Lord God reascending in 



its projection bath vessel let me spell 

it out… The virtuosic pointer 

manoeuvres over the vast expanse of the 

board as a power supervisee of the 

inspired ever living scorched official 

wings and better than smashes the… Fire 

‘Breathing. Dragon’ from the play off 

BD, FB… ‘Fire Bird’ scorches the Dragon 

knocks him off the board via D position 

and The Devil moves right across the 

board to E for evil is spelt out. The 

board turns to ice still frozen in time 

as I wished… Coming forth now is a 

better visible W W W within added 

spells of magic, invention… Alpha and… 

Beta alphabetic consecutive co-

ordinates all intuitive informed acting 

tack… A film movie script is spelt out 

on a replica dream up board instinctive 

all intuitive inspired Necromancer 

Ouija Board type… An Exceptional new 

virtuoso circuit board flashback to the 

holiest of holy entity’ whom have-th 

the seeing all eyes whom have-th skill 

and senses. Included in these writes 

and from before his birth and existence 



were the inventions. Into the future I 

look forwards into the mirror of the 

universe cosmos timed creation, plus… 

All magic arts manifested were included 

as it was him God the supreme being 

from the end of time… The alphabet 

board then starts again from the place 

where God invented the big bang and 

where he created the Angels beginning 

to end covering all yin yang moves plus 

every possible angle its timing and 

movement in advance beginning through 

to the end so he just couldn’t lose to 

anyone my noble fellows. Anyone up for 

Death Chess this action pact film zaps 

back to the graveyard and raise. You 

see master he has risen + Christ holds 

aloft his banner expressing the victory 

of the good. Plus, destruction again of 

the bad. Always eternally and forever 

he kicks the Snake with his boot across 

the board breaking its head. The Devil 

puts on a fierce face for I… Am the 

alphabet board and the in tune with it 

Gorgon. I asked the spirit of alcheme 

via the… H, O, L, Y… G, H, O, S, T… I 



incantate the item to G, O… Then D the 

feature flick detail pointing device 

turns to a smooth rock stone with an 

top Spider. Many ancient and new tongue 

prophecy wizards speak-th and the dark 

forces run a-rife. Your Lord God now 

appears out at the ultimate dimension 

triangular tip behind his invisible 

doorway out and on top of the holy rock 

he gorgons his eyes looking at the D??? 

= E, V, I, L… Moves aside slides over 

next to his old mate to E for evil and 

nudges him back to D the original ones 

both stare over each over for an 

enchanted eternity which lasts but 1 

second of time as conceived by mortal 

man. The brilliantness of the Holy One’ 

star gazing stare types us… A CAPITAL… 

RED, BLUE GREEN and YELLOW flashing of 

their eyes. Alright Iain you’ve had 

your little game. Yours faithfully 

sincerely innovation copiously Iain 

Innes. 

 

 

SCENE 23. ‘W’ 



 

 

IAIN INNES’ SMACK SHAMANISM SPEAKS 

 

Plus, he’s making a little movie 

entertainment appearance in the 

upgraded beta suite literature arts 

works spell. Fiction and batter that 

man deranged paranormal Chimp batter 

them down with a muscleman face grab 

neck stanley mate. Look he sees the 

original Compendium as just a warm up 

ok he only counted it as one 

opportunity to start with his business 

site did it or did it not say that. 

Deranged… Paranormal Chimp fiction 

arts thou in his mind to the board. 

What say it now Iain you f*cking what 

here’s Johnny Show a dirty imagination 

vessel chimp in his mind to f*cking 

what a necromancy board film in his 

mind to the unknown life force group… 

It’s a matter of taste and… This 

dissection telekinesis psychokinesis 

of intellectual property and 

intellectual reasoning mental rational 



clever logical dear cuts deeply tap 

coldly written wrists and also slays 

gristle motor biker’ mate. Say that for 

a minute and end his lunacy now with a 

TV show break for the little hard nut 

“+ I say” I’m going to put a stop to 

this nonsense. 

 

 

SCENE 24. 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘X’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

Visuals please and thank you bitch of the following words 

continued… 

 

 

One of God’s mighty Angel’ fly’s down from the heavens with 

the story tale formula part X he is a very handsome Angel all 

the woman want to kiss and have him in their arms. He re-

ascends back up to the universal heavens north in a winged 

vessel of golden lightning and light alcheme text alembic 

having always danced the dance of love better than anyone else 

in all universal cosmos dimensions and… Now back at God’s 



right side is the innovation tactic strong arm and his ad 

infinitum sanctified servant. 

 

 

SCENE 25. 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘Y’ white on bluescreen for 1 second. 

 

 

NARRATION VISUALS 

 

Behold… Another mighty Angel ascends 

from the stars with a special message 

scroll. Again, trumpets sound from the 

heavens. He stands on the highest 

mountain tops and proclaims the 

announcement for the whole world to 

hear man, woman, beasts of the land 

wild fowl also Fishes and other things 

deep under the oceans also to all 

crawling things. 

 

 

ANGEL WITH A SPECIAL MESSAGE SCROLL 

 



Hear all earth I have a message from 

God/Christ/and The Holy Ghost… The 

original creator of creation + the only 

true Master over everything of all 

existing dimensions the only God of the 

earth plus… The ruling feature ever 

living component of the heavens and 

stars architect creator over all 

dominion’ ruler of the entire never-

ending universe on every plane of 

existence the most supernatural loving 

God… A Bogeyman of untold vast 

omnipotent powers. God commands this… 

The following is my original agreement 

for Human Kind Earthling’ Aliens 

everything that draws life within the 

cosmos, cosmos. If you do not know your 

Lord God do so today for time is at 

hand, I have made you all in the 

likeness of your God. We do not except 

traitors to the universe we have 

already more than planned out this 

whole entire complete move universe 

scenario. My lifeforce is the blessed 

light of the world and my son is the 

most brilliant one whom forevermore 



shineth the light into existence. 

Behold, continue to do or follow evil 

and you shall have no more mercy from 

the and you will perish. Prayer to 

foreign deities is a certain doom for 

your soul. Praying to my old Pal 

Lucifer will get you equally the same 

result an ended measurement of less 

than a zilch. Believing in nothing to 

clever will also have a no mercy from 

the. Truly this is a Holy Spiritual 

once upon a time fabled and enchanted 

Iain on film written arts piece a 

computation display within the laws of 

the Holy phantom visitant. It’s 

delivered tonight in a nice enough 

original style and powerhouses God’s 

divine and diverse love. He loves the 

Lord your God and helps demonstrate 

bring’th the light upon you in such a 

creative way. Thus believe that your 

making was innovated done up today 

within futuristic and exotic shamanic 

dreams invented by me and you will 

share in everything good within all 

matter energy and space and forevermore 



you will smile because God is Good. I… 

Am for all time I am the love… Christ 

is the way to me and through him The 

Ghost reigns indefinitely plus all 

super naturalistic if you like writer 

of the light plus a Silver Screen 

Behold… God’s love is ascending upon us 

now… Just a little in advance and via 

this man’ movie literature build. It is 

great to be God I know absolutely every 

trick in the book mate… My Spirit Alpha 

and Omega vis vitae is everywhere this 

elixir vitae inventor bloke is the 

medium for me again today fantastic at 

writing isn’t he and yes is your 

f*cking answer. 

 

 

MAIN NARRATION 

 

The following Pro God Advertisement is 

to be the actual true visuals and 

sounds of his written words… 

 

 



Magnificent. The beautiful picturesque trumpeting and harps 

resonate sound from the heavens with love spreading 

everywhere… Over every hill top, mountain range, city and far-

reaching place. The completely brilliant film heavenly 

frequency scope in addition enters the realm of as many 

farfetched places or dimensions you could possibly comprehend 

all bar the rotting limbo which we have set aside reserved for 

the wicked and their mates that will still not repent and nix. 

This is the select business grid of Intellectual Property 

importance… His opportunities easily out-shines plus out does 

the favoured ideal first-class lot. Talented in precious value 

expertise the esteemed e-golden content creator shall last out 

the universe inline and level with the now boasted about top 

one’ text alphabetic arts whom possess the best spiritual 

alignment control of such excellent karma plus added amounts 

of extra holy math signage X and + angles. This is the film of 

worth it equals an excellent moreish 1616+ much wealth 

upgraded skills and capital assets… This is the super computer 

first rated board that lasted a triple measure scope of 

billions of eons in fact after that… The engine new literature 

mechanism device of the contraption lines powers up further to 

disclose display show-off my favourited all area silver gold 

and eternal celestial space curtains in an ace sequence thrice 

opening up to reveal the revelation board via The Holy Spirit 

technique my friend, God and Christ… The symbolic emblem “+” 

forever this works shall live with the heavens and earth. 



 

 

SCENE 26. 

 

 

Fades in letter ‘Z’ white on a red blue green yellow completed 

sequence screen for 1 second each colour. 

 

 

“Omega Scene.” Shot of the entire whole world looking up to 

the sky for God ‘Who is coming.’ 

 

 

SMACK WIZARD THE HOLY GOD SHAMAN PLUS MANY SKILFUL ANGELS IN 

UNISON 

 

He is coming. 

 

 

GOD 

 

I’m already here mate. 

 

 

THE END. 

 



 

It Has Been A Premium Language Luxury Upgraded Production. All 

Written Film Script Channelling By… Iain Innes. You’ve got to 

of liked that one. 
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